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Geoffrey Chaucer
from *The Parliament of Foulys* 85

Thomas Carew
‘The Spring’ 86

John Clare
from *The Shepherd’s Calendar* 86

Gerard Manley Hopkins
‘Spring’ 87

John Milton
from *Paradise Lost* 88

James Thomson
from *The Seasons* 88

Dorothy Wordsworth
from her *Journals* 89

Jane Austen
from *Sense and Sensibility* 90

Percy Bysshe Shelley
from ‘Mont Blanc’ 91

Matthew Arnold
from ‘The Scholar-Gipsy’ 92

George Eliot
from *The Mill on the Floss* 93

John Steinbeck
from *The Grapes of Wrath* 94

D.H. Lawrence
from *The Rainbow* 95

Edmund Blunden
from *Undertones of War* 96

Stella Gibbons
from *Cold Comfort Farm* 97

T.S. Eliot
from *Four Quartets* 98

William Golding
from *Free Fall* 99

Angela Carter
from ‘The Erl-King’ 100